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By JobnC. Houl)olt,Jsmes H. Walls, and Robert F. Smiley
SUMMARY
The application of the techniques of generalized harmonic analysis
to the airplane taxiing problem is considered rather briefly h this
paper. Some pretious results on runway roughness are reviewed, and some
results obtained frm taxiing tests of a large airplane sre given.
JX is i@icated that sn.,ex&ap@ationby elementiary-rne-’bf Pesults
~yqn lo~:@xi..ng.%elocitlesto higher t@iing yelocit+es wp~d,l@-to:
cohserv8%ive retiti. “Ol&o-st”tit”&riction is.shoti to’,be- ’a-ve+y-*p@hnt
factor in tti taxiing-problem. Wit% regard to the load-pfidiction”@ase
of taxiing loads by spectral techniques, much additional work is,require’d,
especially with respect to the treatment of
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to review
the transfer functions.
some previous runway-rou@u3ess
measureme&s-and to present some results obtained frcm ta=ing tests-of a
Boeing B-29 afrplane. Besides the results themselves, the chief concern
is a preliminary evaluation of how well the techniques of generalized
harmonic analysis apply in the analysis of the taxiing problems. There
is no intent in the paper to make a comprehensive study of the problan or
even to evaluate in detail some of the points covered.
~s paper is to
be regarded as being Introductory in nature.
RUNWAY-ROUGHNESS STUDIES
A brief review of an earlier runway-roughness study is given in this
section. Measurements of elevation were made by means of a surveyor’s
level and rod.on two runways at Langley Field, Va. The spacing of the
measurements was taken as 2 feet. These measurements and the power spec-
tra of roughness obtained frcmnthem have been previously pu%lished in
reference 1. The power spectra are reproduced in figure 1 where the
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Ordinate ~h(~) is the power spectrum of runway elevation h and the a.
abscissa Q is a spatial frequency which is inversely related to the
—
length L of the harmonic components as indicated in the figure. The “6“–
curve labeled “smooth” applies to’one of the Langley runways in routine
use. The curve labeled “roughi’applies to a runway which is now used
—
only for parking.
lRmm these results three significant points maybe drawn: (1) The
use of power-spectral analysis seems to be a very concise way of pre-
senting runway characteristics and gives at a glance the mamner in which
the roughness ‘isdistributed to the various freqyency components. (2) A
mesms is suggested for establishing a criterion for judging the severity
of runway roughness. Thus, it is conceinble that, by compiling the
spectra of many different satisfactory runways, a spectrum may be estab-
lished within whose limits all new runways must be bui”ltor all.old
runways maintained in order to insure satisfactory operation. And (3) as
an extension of the second point, a “design spectrum” might also con-
ceivably be established which provides the basis for a rational require-
ment in the design for taxi loads.
It is realized at present that the qyestion of whether a runway is
%
rough is largely a subjective one; it depends on pilot interpretation,
his experience, what type of operations are being performed, and other /
considerations. From the information that could be gathered, it is
judged that the rough runway dealt with in reference 1 is a borderline
case. Thus, tentatively the experimental spectmm for this runway might
be regarded as an upper limit of acceptable roughness, or as a lower
limit of runways which are too rough.
LOAD PREDIC!TIONAND RESULTS OF TAXIING STWDIES
The problem of predicting loads in an airplane from spectra of
roughness is now considered. For the airplane with pnewnatic tires,
nonlinear struts, and many degrees of freedmn, the problem is extremely
difficult; in fact, it is not known whether a solution is possible.
However, the remainder of this paper does present a few observations
pertinent to a solution of this problem which have been gathered largely
from taxi tests with a Boeing B-29 airplane. By way of introduction,
consider what elementary theory would predict. As a first approximation,
the runway-roughness spectrum may be expressed by a simple eqression of j
the form ~(Q) = C!/Q2,where C is a constant. In terms of the fre-
quency argument u = VC?,where u is frequency in radians per second
and V is velocity, the roughness spectrum would be Oh(u) = CV/LD2
*
(Shce @h(~) =--v@h(~)). If a linear system is assumed, then the fol-
lowing input-output relation applies: ::,
*
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where Oo(u) is the output spectrmn ad T(u) is the smplitude of the
frequency-response function. With the previous approximate input expres-
sion, the output would be
C!T’qa)O.(0) =v—
~2
Now, if the further assumption is made that T is independent of air-
plane velocity when expressed in terns of the frequency argument m,
it is seen that the out~ut spectrun should be Iinesrly proportional to V.
This suggests that the mean-squsxe output, which is the area under the
output spectrum, is proportional to V.
This relation was tested ’bymeans of
4
results are shown in figure 2, where aa2
center-of-gravity vertical acceleration.
the B-a taxi tests and the
is the mean-square value of
It is seen that the results
.,
w are surpri&@y-l.inear for the lower velocities. There is, however, a
marked dropoff in the mesn-square acceleration for high velocities; an
explanation for this is offered in the subsequent discussion.
Next, the distribution of me--square acceleration to the various
freqwncy components is considered. Ft@ure 3 shows the B-29 output
spectra, in terms of the spectrum of center-of-gratity vertical accel-
eration, plotted as a function of frequency o in radians per second.
Curves are shown for three different velocities. First, note the rather
pronounced peaks in the spectra. These peaks maybe identified with
certain natural frequencies. The first peslsis associated with the
vibration of the airplane on its tires; the second, with fundamental
wing bendin.g;and the third, with fuselage bending. Next, note that at
the higher frequencies there is an orderly increase in the spectra height
with velocity, consistent with the result derived on an elementary %asis.
At the lower frequencies, however, where there is the most power, there
is first sn increase and then a decrease as the velocity increases. As
was previously mentioned, the areas under these curves equal the mean-
sq~ accelerations. It csn, thus, be seen that the area would not
increase linearly with velocity; but more specificaDy it can be seen
that the departure frcxnlinearity is due largely to the dropoff of the
spectra at high velocities in the lower range of frequency, where the
roughness is most severe.
.
An explanation of why this dropoff occurred canbe made by examining
the behavior of the main oleo struts, which is shown in figure 4. This
*.,
.
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figure presents reproduced oscillograph traces of oleo-strut motion which
show two important points: (1) At 10 mph, there is no strut motion; and
(2) at other velocities, strut motion is only in the fomn of random step
functions> the number and severity of these step functions increasing as
the velocity increases. Both these points indicate the presence of a
very sizable friction force in the struts. In fact, at 10 mph, the
taxiing loads evidently never exceeded the friction force; and, therefore)
the airplane behaved like a flexible structure on elastic tires only. At
higher taxiing speeds the strut releases momentarily and then seizes as
the taxiing loads occasionally exceed the friction force, and the n~ber
of such occurrences increases with velocity as might be expected. This
inherent load-limiting action seems.to ace.~untfor the dro~ff ig the
output spectra at the higher velocities. -Tosee this erratic behavior
take place, however, is somewhat disconcerting, since it appears that
such factors have to be included in the treatment of the problem.
b the treatment of this problem by spectral techniques, the deter-
mination of the frequency response or transfer function is of primary
interest. It has been suggested that perhaps the frequency-response
function of the,airplane could be deduced frcm the response that is
obtained by taxiing over rectangular bumps, thereby obviating all the
assumptions and restrictions that would have to be made in attempting to
derive these functions analytical. ~Efore~ s~e taxiing ~s over
rectangular planks were included in the B-29 taxi tests. Figure 5 shows
three of the time histories of center-of-gravity acceleration that were
obtained. It is noted that these curves resemble the dsmped 10 cps sine
wave which is shown also for comparison. This 10 cps frequency is very
much higher than the predominating characteristic frequencies that are
present in the output spectra of fi~e 3,whichv== Ontheorderof 2
to 3 Cps. The impulsive loads received from the planks evidently excite
a very high frequency cmnponent which cc$npletelydominates the lower
frequencies of concern in continuous roughgess studies. In addition,
there was a very pronounced oleo movement-in these tests. Thus, notonly
are different frequencies excited but also the system behaves differently
than it does in the normal taxiing operatiom. There ,isjtherefore, no
point in trying to derive the frequency-response functions from these
impulse responses, since there is essentially no low”frequ&cy power
ccming through. The conclusion drawn is that presu?nablya more appro-
priate type of test would be to taxi over a corrugated surface having
long wavelengths.
The final aspect in this paper deals.with the computation of the
frequency response or transfer function. As yet it is not known whether
it is possible to pursue the course of action where m “equivalentlinear
system is found which will yield results characteristic of the actual
system, or whether it is necessary to m to a w- i~volved ~ofinear
treatment. Many of the remarks made thus far conce~in&the seyersJ
structural degrees of freedom and the erratic behavior of the oleo as
.
—
—
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brought about by strut friction - not to mention the inherent nonlinear
characteristics - suggest sme of the factors that undoubtedly have to
be included in this consideration. As an exsmple of snother factor which
has to %e included, figure 6 presents theoretically derived transfer
functions for the case where the airplane is considered rigid and the
landing struts are replaced by linear undamped springs. The point lo
note is that the transfer function at 80 mph is slightly different than
at 10 mph, thereby indicating a slight velocity dependence, which is
contrary to the assumption made in the elementary consideration at the
beginning of this paper. Thus, velocity is another factor which must be
considered. The manner in which velocity enters is connected with the
bumps and valleys of the curves in figure 6. The first two peaks are
associated with a structural type of resonance; the other peaks, however,
are associated with a gecmetric type of resonance. These later peaks
correspond roughly to the condition where tbe wavelengths of the ground
roughness are direct multiples of the distance between the main and nose
landing gears. For these conditions, both main and nose lamding gears
rise and fall together; hence, the individual effects of the two gears
on the center-of-gravity acceleration are additive. The later valleys
on the curves correspond roughly to those ground wavelength conditions
where the motions of the two gears are the most out of phase, such that
the main gear is rising when the nose gear is falling. Hence, me gear
tends to produce positive center-of-gravity acceleration, while the other
one tends to praiuce negative acceleration - the net center-of-gravity
acceleration being the difference of these two accelerations as ccunpared
to tbe sum for the case where the two gear motions are in phase.
CONCLUSIONS
lEroman investigation of runway roughness and loads developed during
taxiing of a large flexible airplane, the following conclusions are
presented:
1. The use of spectral techniques seems to be a rather concise way
of presenting the characteristics of runway roughness.
2. An extrapolationby elementary mesas of results frcm Iow taxiing
velocities to higher taxiing velocities would lead to conservative results.
3. Oleo-stmt friction is an important factor in the behavior of
airplanes while taxiing.
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4. With regard to the load-predictionphase of taxiing loads by
spectral techniques, much additional work is required, especially with
respect to the treatment of the transfer function.
*
%’
Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory,
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